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Driving traffic to your app

Every social app needs to have the foundation of great social design. Conversations that take place within your app keep users engaged. 

To continue to grow, conversations also need to happen outside of your app and on Facebook, where conversations are already taking place to help friends discover your 
content.

Conversations on Facebook happen on our Social Channels and send traffic back to your app. How many of you want to increase your traffic from Facebook? This 
presentation is for you.
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Discover. Share.

Before we dive into the tactics of how to get more referral traffic from Facebook, let’s take a step back and think about it from a user’s perspective. Social channels help people discover and 
share content from your apps and websites with friends on Facebook. 

This is also how users discover content. I recently found a cool wine deal that Pat shared and learned about the passing of Elizabeth Taylor from an article that Doug recommended. These 
actions in the News Feed encouraged me to check both of these things out and in the case of the deal, buy it.



Our friends shape our online experiences 
and inform our decisions 

...just as they do in the real world.

Utilizing our social channels well lets you give people the power to share and as a result, drives a tremendous amount of traffic from Facebook to your social 
experience.



Facebook Platform

Graph API 
User, App, Page, Credits, Places, Ads

Standards
HTTP, HTML5, JSON, OAuth, Open Graph

Websites Mobile Apps on 
Facebook

Social Plugins Dialogs

This is the same Platform diagram that Doug displayed earlier. We’re going to dive into Social Plugins an Dialogs, which span across Websites, Mobile, and Apps on Facebook and give you the 
ability to publish to our Social Channels.
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Our Social Channels are made up of the News Feed, Requests, and Automatic Channels.



News Feed
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Like Button and Comments Box

Feed Dialog

First, we’re going to dive into the News Feed. There are two ways to publish to the News Feed without requiring authentication:
1) Using our social plugins: the Like Button and updated Comments Box
2) Using the Feed Dialog



Like Button and Comments Box1

<script	  src="http://connect.facebook.net/en_US/all.js#xfbml=1"></script><fb:like></fb:like>

As many of you know, the Like button is extremely easy to add to your site with the one line of code shown here. When I click the button, the story shown here is published to the News Feed 
of my friends and a link to the site is added to my profile. 

To improve the CTR of the Like button, you can test placement and versions of the Like button. Weʼve seen that optimal placement and the Like button with faces increase CTR by 3-5x. You 
can test what works for your site by adding the “ref” parameter to a like button and seeing which version generates better CTR back to your site.

Our #1 goal this year as a Platform team is to send traffic back to your apps and websites. Weʼre continuing to evolve the Like button story to increase CTR on Facebook. Weʼve recently 
made the story bigger. To optimize the story CTR, pay attention to the open graph meta tags and make sure that the Like button lets users add a comment.



The Open Graph meta tags are added to the top of your site and are extremely important because it tells Facebook what your page represents. It provides structured data so that the object 
can be created correctly and shared with the relevant set of people.

When a user clicks the Like button, our scrapers check your page for the Open Graph meta tags to create the object. You can double check your tags using the URL Linter: http://
developers.facebook.com/tools/lint/



Publishing to Open Graph Pages

Adding the required open graph tags give you the ability to publish to users that have liked your page (as long as it’s not an article). If you specify the fb:admin tag or the fb:app_id tag and 
are a developer of the app, you’ll see an “Admin Page” link next to the button. 

By clicking on the link, you get taken to a hidden Page that allows you to publish directly to users that have liked the page.



Demo

See likebuttonexample.html, og_publish_blank.php



Comments
Your website

Facebook

1

You can also use our recently upgraded Comments plugin to send traffic back to your site (https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/472). Comment as a Page to get more distribution.

Over 17k sites have implemented two weeks after launch with success (https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-media/early-results-from-the-updated-comments-box/190730720962425)



• No app authorization required

• Publish stories to News Feed with rich attachments 

Feed Dialog2

The other way to get distribution for your app in the News Feed is to publish using Feed Dialogs. This lets you publish a story to friends in the News Feed with a rich attachment. No auth 
required and itʼs very simple to implement. Our dialogs are consistent across all platforms - whether from an app on Facebook, a website, or a mobile app.

Letʼs look at the attachment.



var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- name: The title of the post. The post should fit on one line in a user's stream; make sure you account for the width of any thumbnail.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- message: The message that can be pre-filled on the feed dialog. Per policy, you can only prefill with the user’s own words.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- caption: A subtitle for the post that should describe why the user posted the item or the action the user took. This field can contain plain text only. The caption should fit on one line in a 
user's stream; make sure you account for the width of any thumbnail.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- description: Descriptive text about the story. This field can contain plain text only and should be no longer than is necessary for a reader to understand the story. The description can 
contain up to 1,000 characters, but Facebook displays the first 300 or so characters of text by default; users can see the remaining text by clicking a "See More" link that we append 
automatically to long stories, or attachments with more than one image.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- link: The URL to the source of the post referenced in the name. The URL should not be longer than 1024 characters.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- picture: URL of photo within your app
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- media: Rich media that provides visual content for the post. media is an array that contains one of the following types: image, flash, or music. Make sure you specify only one of these 
types in your post. Your media will be enabled to play in the News Feed.
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var publish = {
method: ‘feed’,
message: ‘Showing off the Feed Dialog’,
name: ‘Name here’,
caption: ‘Caption here’,
description: (

‘Description here’
),
link: ‘http://localhost:8888/feed2.html’,
picture: ‘http://hsiet.com/test/images/2005_thomas_fogarty_cab.jpg’,
actions: [

{ name: ‘Action here’, link: ‘https://apps.facebook.com/awesomecat/’ }
],
user_message_prompt: ‘Test’

};

Attachments
• name

• message

• caption

• description

• link

• picture

• media

• actions

Here’s a detailed view of the things you can customize within the attachment and how it’s represented in the JSON to increase the CTR of the story back to your site:

- actions: Specify one action link to encourage users to take action within your app.
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Demo

See feed2.html



Examples

Here are some examples of feed stories that caught my eye. In the case of the Ticketmaster story, very simple, easy to digest, and good call to action (“Buy Ticket”). In the case of the latter 
story, nice photo.



Automatic Channels
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News Feed

Requests

The other way to get distribution is by sending Requests. Many of the apps on Facebook get distribution this way.

We recently upgraded to Requests 2.0, where all you have to focus on is to publish structured requests and we will surface the requests in automatic channels like 
Notifications and Bookmarks. We are constantly iterating on this dialog to making is much more frictionless to get you more optimized distribution. We also got rid of the 
bucketing system of Requests 1.0. Users can now send as many requests from their apps as they like. Read more info here: https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/
464



Requests
1

2

User Generated

App Generated

There are two types of requests: user generated and app generated.



User Generated1

• User confirmed via Request Dialog

• Examples: Gifts, Help in app, Invitations

To send a user generated request, you prompt a dialog, the same way as before, specifying the method as apprequest. This can be sent to any user, regardless of whether they have 
authʼed your app.



How to send user generated request



Demo

See Request code sample



• Initiated by app to existing/auth’ed users to re-engage

• Examples: Turn in game, Updates

App Generated2

App generated requests can only be used by existing users within an app. This is used for in-game notifications. A bookmark is updated.



How to send app generated request

Example here: https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/464



Demo

Example here: https://developers.facebook.com/blog/post/464
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News Feed

Requests

Automatic Channels

Providing structured data helps Facebook surface your content in automatic channels.



Automatic Channels
Bookmarks

Notifications

Usage Stories

Profile

Search

- Bookmarks surface app requests. Helps users to re-engage with your app.
- Notifications are a high-quality channel that surfaces user requests. We will continue to evolve our notifications so that it continues to be of high quality.
Most traffic from Facebook to apps are driven by bookmarks and notifications.

- Profile: We’ll continue to add any identity related links and content to a profile, including links back to your site, as we do today with the like button.
- Search: We’re continuing to experiment with how to surface socially relevant content to friends.



Social Channels
== Traffic back to your app

In closing, want to reiterate that you can help us drive traffic back to your app by publishing structured data to our social channels. Our #1 goal is to drive traffic back to 
your app. 


